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"The best newspaper 
in Annandale." 
The Kline Mana-getnent ..  
by Edward Eigcrman 
As many Bard studcn_ts know, 
Donald Bennett, Director of 
Food Services for over eight 
years lett Bard for a better job 
several weeks ago. His depar-
ture may have been a quiet 
one, but the new director, Jim 
Huskic, and th~ new assistant 
director Mike Lincoln, have 
been doing their best to make 
their arrival known. 
The change of management 
was heralded by a "special'' 
steak dinner in Kline Com-
mons for all the students qn 
the meal plan. According to 
Lincoln, such dinners and oth-
er spccia1 meais wi\l be more 
frequent in the future. At the 
dinner, students were encour-
aged to "react to the manage-
ment" and meet the ne\-\' ex-
ecutive staff of K\inc 
Commons. 
For. thgse \\rho did not tclke 
the opportunity to get to knm\r 
them, Huskic was \Vorking at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic lnsti-
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tutc and Lincoln was -head 
chef at White Plains Hospi-
. tal. 
Lincoln reported that most 
of th!.:' feedback he received 
at the din.ner \·'/as positi\;c, 
Student~ secmc...'d to be in fa~ · 
vor of the change~ he and 
Huskic have in mind for the 
. Commonc.. Their biggc..c;t con-
cern ·sc'Cmc...'Q_to J?c greater va-
riety in the food, pdrticularly 
. in the vcgct.:r\i~n dishe~, Jnd 
the clcanlines!' of the Com-
mons. Thi~ \.lth:'r i~~uc. partic-
ularly the2 ~anitaiion ilf the 
food prL-parJtion area~. i"-
wha.t Linc~)ln consider~ the 
most prcs..,ing i..,su~ and the 
biggest g<lp in the polkies of 
thC' prcviou<'- m.1n.3gemcnt. 
Bt1rd ~tudcnts can expect no 
huge swc.cping changes to 
dining hall life, but many 
?maHer ch.:mgcs. The menu 
cvclc will be ~hortened from 
six week~ to thrc...'~ v.-ecks, but 
there will be, Jccording to Lin-
coln, mJny more sp~ciJI 
meals and wliat he refer~ to 
as "monotonv bre<tkcrs". 
The two mu'st striking cho.ng-
es have been the addibon of a 
microwave O\'t..'n which ha~. 
according to sources, been \n 
c,torage in Kline for five years, 
since it was requested by stu-
dcnt5 and ordered by the pre-
vious managc...'ment, and fish · 
sandwithe~ next to the ham-
burgers in the sl•lf serve grill. 
Both acquic.itions have been 
applaudt.!d by many students. 
Otherwise thl.' on~rall con-
~cnsus from ~tudents has 
been thJt the new man.lgc-
mcnt has rnJdc littl~ differ-
ence to th1..'m, offering little 
real difference from the Ben-
nett adminbtration. ~ 
by Cormac Flyn 
Bard College will begi_n con-
struction on a new library 
building, designed by Robert 
Venturi, next September if all 
goes well, according to Susan 
Van Kleeck, the College's Di-
rector of Special Projects. The 
$9,200,000 project, · which will 
provide the library with des-
perately needed new space, is 
scheduled for completion by . 
September of 1992. 
The new extention will 
emerge to the west of the cur-
rent Kellogg wing, extending 
down the hill towards the col-
lege's soccer field, and will 
add 25,000 sq. ft. to the facility. 
The new space wiH include an 
expansion of shelf space ne-
cessary to hold the college's 
goal of 260,000 volumes by the 
year 2000. · 
Venturi, whose competition 
design defeated an array of 
other entrys, is now in t~c pro-
cess of drawing up detailed 
plans for th~ new building. 
The administr~tion empha-
sizes, therefor~; that ~11 cur-
rent design decisions arc ten-
tative. Nevertheless, 
Venturi;s site design and 
some conceptual l'lc:mcnts 
arc becoming clear. 
As currently planned, the 
five story structure will rise 
one level above the roof line 
of Kellogg, the addition level 
being tucked into the slope of 
the hill. The structure will 
Venturi's south wing gl.1:>s w.:~ll 
allows an open vic\\' of rnain ca.mpu~. 
stop short of thl' soccer field it-
self, allowing it.., contimwJ u~c 
for athletic events. 
The ('ntrance to the library 
. will be relocated to the !'l)llth 
faco of the ne~· wing, rL"\'t'r~ing 
the current ori~..•ntJtiot\ of tht.' 
structures. Such an ir.\''t..'r<...ion 
would !lethe ~ccond in tht.• li-
brary 's history, the front of 
Hoffman originally bt.:JOg the 
now unused \-ve~t l'n trJnce 
which . overlooks thl' soccer 
field. · 
The space crL'dtL'd in front of 
·lhc new cntr,mce1 in the opc...'n-
ing of the L shapl' the nc\\' 
wing wi1l m..1kc with the exist-
in·s ~ect)on~. Venturi plans to 
crl'.ltl' .~ plaza. Bordered on 
one side by Hoffman, on th(' 
4ld!JCtmt side by tre new wing 
.1nd on c.l third by a swet.•pin~ 
curve \Vith stairs dL~!'ccnding to 
the field bdow, it is hoped thdt 
the sp.:lCC will attract pcopk 
the \·vay the patio of KlinL' 
Commons docs. An effort to 
crcat~ <1 ~imil.n !'pace around 
thL' Olin building has proVl'd 
largL"Iy unsuccessful. Venturi 
Corttin_ued on page 2 
of-letters dies 
On Wednesday, October 
Q5, noYclist and critic Mary 
\lcCarthv died of cancer at 
NL'W York Ho!"pital at the age 
of 77. 
McCarthy, "earned rccogni~ 
tion for her cool, analytic intd-
ligt'ncc and her exacting liter-
<~ry voice," said Michiko 
Kakutclni of the New York 
Times. 
, 6 A 1933 graduate of Vassar 
-m College, McCarthy donated 
"1j her personal papers to the 
:E 'Th u college J ibrclr}' in 1985. ' c 
~ Group," her autobiographical 
Cl no,~el about eight Vassar 
>, h . ..o. women brought er an In-
@ crca~ingly popular audience 
6: ·.1na a mov.ic .sale. "Mcmorie..c; 
Elizabeth Hardwick, critic and fril'nd (left), \-vith M-dry McCilrthy, 
novelist (right), at th(.' President' s luncheon in May C?f l9H9. 
ot a Catholk Girlhood," pub-
lished in 1957, recounted her 
Continued on page 2 
.··Page2 
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continutd from page I 
plans to make 
. the south side 
of the wing, 
which faces 
the plazaJ in 
glass, allowing 






project , the ' 
existing sections of the library 
will be renovated. Special at-
tention "Yill be paid to the orig-
inal Hoffman struCture. Ven-
turi proposes to "restore it to 
its o~iginal daylit dignity by re-
moving the inserted floor and 
stacks above, refurbishing the. 
skylight and restoring the 
free-standing reading room 
·stacks." 
Jn addition, the cn.tirc facili-
ty, both existing and new, will 
be climate controlled by an 
elaborate system of sensors·. 
located throughou't the build-
ings . . The sensors · and com-
puter controlled system will 
allow Librarian David Tipple 
to rtJgu!ate the best conditions 
for maintancnce of the collec-
tion, according to Tipple. 
New technQlogy will, in fact, 
play a large role in the new li-
brary. Twenty-five dedicated 
cornput(•r terminals will pro-
vide access to the card cata-
. logue, the actual cards being 
banished to a remote location. 
Besides providing a book's ci-
tation, the system will be able 
to inform the user of the volM . 
ume's status on the shelf, on 
reserve or . hold, or· checked 
out. It will even issue auto-
matic recall notices for need-
ed items .. ft is hoped that the 
. terminal's will also access da-
. tabasc indexes such as PAIS. 
According to Tipple, the li-
brary plans to place some .of 
the terminals at other loca-
tions throughout the. campus. 
This will allow people to look 
for works without having to 
walk to the hbrary ,itse!f. In-
deed, it may even oe possible 
to access the system from 
. PC's in dorm rooms, faculty 
offices, off-campus, or any-
where by using a modem to 
phone in twenty-four hours a 
day .. 
The college.' s interlibrary . 
Hoffman 
loan program will also be com-
puterized, allowing for the im-
mediate location and ordering 
of books by the library staff. 
Plans are also being made for 
the expansion of the micro-
fiche and microfile resources. 
The largest change of all, 
however, may be the bar-
cOding of the entire collection. 
In conjunction with the com-
puterizing of the catalogue, 
the new zebra stripes will cut 
. the necessary paper work for 
.circulation t<? . nothing and, 
hopefully, spdl the end of the 
phenomena of disappearing 
books. 
The college is currently in-
terviewing candidates for the 
new position of Systems' and 
Automation Librarian, who 
wi11 oversee the library's tran-
sition to the computer age. 
Although the necessary 
funds for fhe project have not 
yet been raised·, the adminis-
. tration is confident that it will 
be and is proceeding, "with ali 
due speed." 
The project price of 
$9,200,000 includes a rather 
new idea for Bard buildings, a 
· $1,000,000 endowment for 
maintanencc. Ac~ording to 
Van Kleeck; it is the trustee's 
desire that all new projects in.: 
elude such funds. Additional 
new funds are 'expected to 
help the college acquire the 
77,000 volumes it plans to add 
to the undergra.9uatc collec-
tion ·by the year 2000. · · ' 
Speaking with visible enthu-
siasm at the selection of Ven-
turt, one ot the worla·s lCadmg 
architects and the creator of 
the post-modern movement, 
Van Klccck said, ''He is inter-
ested and concerned with con-
text and this is a context prob-
lem. I think that's one of the 
reasons he to.ok the- job; it 
hll xih' :J 
. · ·· Local Electi.ons · · , . ~ . ' . . . . 
, . by Jody Apap 
·The local elections areo~cc 
again upon us and as a Bard 
·student, you are able to vote 
for tl;le candidates in .the Red 
Hook elections. 
· Dkk Griffiths, the Dire~to'r 
of the Physical Plant at Bard, 
is running unopposed for 
To'VI:'n justice. Griffiths is run-
ning for his fourth four-year 
term. 
In the highway supcrintcn~ · 
d~nt race, incumbent GL>O.rge 
Hildebrand, who has btJcn su-
perintendent for 12 years,. is 
being opposed by Earl A'Brial. 
· The present town clerk with 
12 years of experitJntc is als.o 
facing~ new challenger. . 
Margaret Doty has held_ the 
The Bard Observer 
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Prank or Prowler: Vandalism Strikes Again 
by Lyn Clinton 
On Thursday, October 26 
around 10:30 p.m., four un-· 
locked cars were illegally en-
tered. Three were located on 
Blithewood Road and one at 
Manor. 
Was this a Halloween 
prank? Bard Security and the 
Dutchess County Sheriff's 
Department do not seem to 
think so. 
In one car, the battery was 
taken; in another car, the ra-
dio wires, windshield wiper 
blades and a wallet were re-
moved; and in yet a third car, 
.the battery wires were cut, ac-
cording to Security. 
It seems that at Manor, a 
student sa\o\; two suspicious 
men inside an open car door. 
He then called Security and 
when they arrived, the men 
were gone. Security found in 
this instance that the stereo 
knobs were ~ff, figuril)g the 
men fled before finishing the 
job. 
Security claims that things 
like this happen from time to 
time on the campus. However, 
the last time they had a rep<>rt 
of batteries being taken was 
about a year and a half ago. 
Security presumes the goal of 
the crime was to steal car bat-
teries for a valuable junkyard 
. price. This is easy and takes 
about thirty seconds to per-
form when cars are unlocked. 
F~r example, 011() of the cars 
broken into on Blithcwood 
Road had a large stereo box 
sitting on the front scat. The 
thefts reached in and pulled 
the ho~d latch, either ignoring 
or not seeing the box. 
One victim says she leaves 
her car unlocked because she 
trusts Bard students and can-
not believe . this happened. 
She added that she does not 
think a Bard student commit-
ted the crime. 
The · Sheriff's department 
and Security are working on' a 
possible suspect who does not 
attend Bard. For now, Security 
warns that everyone should 
lock their cars, or get an 
alarm. · 
According to Security, they 
received about four phone 
calls at the same time con-
cerning the thefts. They en-
courage the quick action of 
the students to call them if 
they suspect anything on cam-
pus. 0 
Asian Program Started at Bard 
by jason Van Driesch~ 
The new Asian Studies pro-
gram officiaJly started this . 
week, bringing to a head a 
long period of expansion of 
course offerings in non-
Western fields. 
According to Professor BiH 
Wilson, who helped organize 
the program, "the naming of 
the program is simpiy official 
recognition of something 
that's been building for sever-
al years." This official recogni-
tion as a Bard academic pro-
gram, however; means that· 
students can concentrate in 
Continued from page · 1 . · 
childhood in Minneapolis, . 
where after her parent's 
death, she was brutally mis-
treated by her aunt and uncle. 
In 1987, her publication of 
1/How I Grew," a sequel to 
. .~~Memories of a Catholic Girl-
hood," told of her rescue by · 
her maternal grandfather. 
Critic and friend Elizabeth 
Hard wick said, ''The purity of 
style and the liniment of her 
wit, her gay summoning of the 
funny facts of everyday life, 
soften the scandal of the ac-
tion or the courage of the 
opinion." -
Her goals in writing 
changed with time as did her 
interests with Americian life. 
position for three. consecutive 
four·ycar. terms. She is being 
challenged by Lynne Card-
ncr. 
In the November 7th elec-
tion, there 1.-vi.ll be two Tmvn 
Board seats open, with three 
cclndidates vying for the posi-
tions.' 
Incumbent George Reid Jr., 
for'mer councilman James 
Asian Studies- \Vithout having 
to design their own maior. 
According to Wilson, the 
Asian Studies program is 
"modeled very closely along 
the lines of the American 
_Studies program or the Worn-
. en's Studies program." The 
structure and requirements of 
the program have been devel-
oped by an ad hoc committee 
headed by Professor Sanjib 
Baruah. 
Many new courses h~vc been · 
offered in the past few years or. 
will be offered in future se-
mesters as part of the · Asian 
Studies program. 
Mary McCarthy 
McCarthy dealt with the sexu~ 
al freedom of the 30's, radical-
ism in the 40's and 50's, Viet-
nam and the social and moral 
upheaval of the 60's, and the 
Watergate scandal and the 
rise of terrorism in the 70's. 
In 1984, she was awarded the 
Ed ward 'MacDowell Medal for 
outstanding contributions to 
literature and the National 
Medal for Literature. 
McCarthy taught here at 
Bard in 1945-46, and returned 
in 1986 to fill the Charles P. 
St~venson, Jr., Chair in Litera-
. ture. She taught Russian liter-
ature focusing on the lesser 
read Russian works, and for 
the first time was offering a 
course of Hardy and Law-
Ross, and newcomer Joseph 
McLaughlin, arc running for 
the two spots. · 
The major race for tow·n su--
pervisor is \Vide open with Rc- -
publican Kenneth Anderson 
running aga·inst incumbent 
jack Gilfcathcr, u Democrat 
who is secki~g his second two-
year term. 0 
.,. 
For example, the recently in-
troduced beginning Chinese 
course is a part of the new pro-
gram, as is the exchange with 
the People's University in Beij-
ing that brought Professor 
Kang {who teaches the Chi-
nese course) to Bard. Also~ an 
intensive beginning Chinese 
course (eight credits rather 
than four) may be introduced 
next sem.estcr. · 
ln ·addition, as described in 
.last week'.s Observ~r, the pro-
gram has started a Chinese 
table in Kline, which meets on 
Tuesdays from 12:15 to 1:15 in 
the College Room. 0 
renee. 
Mark Lam bert, Chair of the 
· Division of Languages and 
Literature, noted that · 
McCarthy was ''A first rate 
writer, and for decades, one of 
the most influential and cou-
rageous figures in American 
inteHectual life." · 
Lambert further stated that 
the (,:ollcge is .udiminished by 
her loss." Student reactions 
show the same sentiment . 
One student said she was, . 
"Very upset that the adminis-
tration did not notify the com-
munity or hold a memorial 
service for her." Another stu-
dent, saddened by his loss, 
said, "She was'the only litera-
ture professor who g~t me. in-
terested in fiction." 0 
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Bard~oms an4 .Ba;idads ~peak on Bardparents' nay 
by Davtd Btele . · · · · . 
· · · · ing the blackbirds feed on .the thing about Parents Day/' .l:te 
Last weekend parents and water." . . said, "because you hear so 
. family members of many Bar- Many families also took~adp much about these classes and 
:dians converged on Bard for vantage of the planned activip now you get a chance to actu..: 
yet ario'du~r Parents' Day. ties available during the day. ally meet the people who are 
They came from all over the Cora and Stephan Holland at- ·teaching them.~~ ' . 
country on that beautiful In- tended the Question and An- -Taking advantage of the 
dian summer da·y to visit their swer session with Dean Le- classes that were offered .. for 
loved ones. And itl. the mid af- vine and commented "It's parents to attend, jan Firuiey, · 
ternoon of that special day, 1 · nice that the parents had a Bard mom of freshman Tim 
your intrepid Observer re- ~ chance to ask questions." Finney, attended the Lanp 
porter went out among them' c3 John Fennessey, Bardad of guage and Thinking workshop 
in order to d'iscover their reac- ~~·- ] freshman Dan, also gave the offered and enjoyed it be-
tions t~ their ~~it arid e~bar- ... , . .. ,;, · .· d:: session high marks, although cause it showed her "a differ-
rass s·everal Bardians in the ·.. ' ..•· .. :·.· :··.::,'·.: ·.  ~ he found the parents, "rela- ent way ~Q lookat language." 
·. ptocess. And just like their . . ~ tively hostile." Bardad Brooks Besides all these. activitesl 
·sons-·and daughters which ;.o.. Hick~rson, however, shied many families spent time just 
make up Bard's outspoken - away from such discussion "hangin' ." Walking around 
student body, B~rdmoms and R~unitcd Bardfamil1es enjoy the weather on. campus ·saturday. panels (which he called "gripe campus, l found Larry Cas-
B~rdads had~ lot to say. · ·· · · ., sessions") as that one and the sidy playing catch with his son 
c.amp," said Bob'·· B;uer~, they en.J'oyed the uns-easona- 5 d.. . L'f p . · · ·On the ·campus itself, they · tu ent 1 e ancl saying, "I Aaron. Mr. Bauers, when 
had many comments. "This. whose son Brady is a fr~sh- bly warm weather. Sopho- don't 1ikc watching blood asked what he and Brady had 
place looks like West Palm man 't~is yea·r. His wif~ Cathy more Jenny Lieberman took baths." . , , '· been up to that morning, 
Beach compared to how it added, "There's so much ex- her parents on her favorite Mr. Hickerson, whose son quickly informed ~e that he 
looked the last time we came ploring you can do around walk down to. Blithewood; Jo- Tom is. a freshman\ reporter had soundly beaten his son in 
here,'' said one Bardad, think- here--either on fo~t. or by shua Ephraim Israel Abrams for the Observer, stayed away squash . .Dick and Carole KL'>C-
ing back to that cold winter bike." .. - . and his parents explored the from ino.st sch~duled e\.'cnts gan \'\;Cnt out: to lun.ch with 
day when he came for his ~xploring and \val king Sawkill; Brady Bauers took his simply because they were "in- their son David and some of 
son's IDP, 'three years ago. seemed to be· one of the most parents down to the Hudson, doors." He did, however, meet his friends. 
. "It looks like summer popular activities .th~· rcunit- . the "grand finale" of •vhich, with some of his son's profes- Not all families left campus 
ed fan:mesJ~t~o:~ .  E.~t}~' ~s said hi~ ~~~~~r:,_~~~ ::.~-~tch:- sol~<'_I. ~hink thaK~ . thc nicest contirzued on pag~ 4 
-Requiem 'for 
. ;-:-·,_ .. ; ·: ';;,: '';..;:,.",.-;;; ~,;;.'.-:.., ·..:;:;;,;;~;.:;~~';.. 
~my ~I !Xy friend' · ·by Jennifeer Eisenmann 
l have never understood the 
psychology behind what is 
sometin:t.es called "survivor 
shock." I truly. believed that if 
an earthquake struck my 
hometown while I was away at 
school I would· make sure that 
my family and friends were all 
right~ and th~n go about my 
business. 
When my friend Mat 'called 
from New Jersey to tell me 
that there had been an earthp 
quake in San Francisco, I 
made· some joke about .hoping 
the new Marriot Hotel had· 
g~:me down and shrugged it off · · 
as another typical California 
tremor. I had been listening to 
the news on the radio for near-
Jy·an hour before I even began 
to sense the. magnitude of 
what had really happened. l 
am, writing this at 7pm on 
Wednesday, October 18, and I 
h':\ve only just now begun to 
recover from the shock of an 
·incident I .honestly· never 
thought would affect me. I 
. knew San Francisco was vul-
' nerable to earthquakes, but I 
did nQt realize how vulnerable 
I was co~cering the fate of that 
. city. The phone lines have . 
been down in the entire 415 
area code for the last twelve 
hours, I have not yet been 
able to contact my father, I cry 
every ti,me I pass the news 
broadc;_asts blaring from the 
television set in Kline, and J 
miss and love my city very, 
very much. for not c,aHing here, fear that 
.. someon~ I knew and loved 
'really was hurt, ridiculou~jeal­
ous ange·r -a.T being in New 
York when in San Francisco 
the schools are shut down and 
people can't get to work, and 
all but debilitating homesick-
ness. But the one emotion that 
keep~ coming back, the one 
sentiment I truly did not ex-
My 'inothcr ·callcd 'late in the 
evening from . Lafayette, Cali-
fornia to tell }lle that my" ·imp -
mediate family was all right. I .. 
had been trying to reach her 
for several hours and the "Be -
Bee - Beep: I'm sorry, the 
number you ·are · ·trying to 
reach has been disconnected" 
recording was still ringing 
mercilessly in my ears. I had 
hoped that speaking to her 
would be_ reassuring, but ulti-
mately it only" made the disas-
ter seem all the more reaL 
Shortly after my conversation 
with her the lines for the area 
were completely shut down. I 
wo~ld give abso1,utcly anything 
to be able to speak · with her or 
my father tonight; and the 
~ ped, is grief. 1 would give any-
thing to be able to wrap my 
.,· sense of being cut off from 
them and their disrupted day-
to-day reality is agonizing. I al-
ways thought rule number one 
of any emergency was that if 
you wanted to, you could al-
ways call your mommy. 
Despite the -rumored · 271 
deaths, the thought that any-
. one in my family was -1eally 
hurt did not ever occur to me 
seriously, and that i~ what I 
want to try to explain. I have 
been through a torrent of 
emotions including blank 
shock, humorous apathy, rage 
at the stupidity of building 
such a beautiful city on a fault 
line, rage at the "insensitivity" 
·arms around the whole 
wounded city and whisper in . 
its ear that everything wil1 be 
all right. I want to be with the 
city itself; the place. 
1 remember flying kites with 
my father on the cold, foggy 
beaches of the i>acific' Ocean. I 
can picture Golden Gate Park 
with the cherry trees in bloon:t 
and the sun flooding over the 
grass and the sidewalks. I re-
member taking tea and cook-
ies in the J apancse Tea Gar-
den, Dinner in Chinatown, ice 
cream on Castro. I remember 
sailing under the Bay Bridge, 
making out in a warm car near 
Koit Tower, running up Powell 
to get to drama class on time. I 
wish everyone could see it; the 
little Victorian houses and the 
brilliant skyscrapers, the 
wharfs and the parks and the 
carnations they sell on Market 
Street. . 
I think of myself as a nomad; 
I imagine that my divorced 
,.._.,_....._,., _. . -.. - """'.- • ,.., "11' . " . ..... . ~.:-. ..... , T__, ... 
parents~'a'n(f mytra\~efing bug 
have made me somehow root-
less, homeless. But now when I 
think about the Berkeley li-
brary burning· dow_n and the 
National Guard standing ncar 
the Paramount theater 'in Oak-
land, when I think of alf the 
imes I've crossed the Golden 
Gate and the Bay Bridges and 
·imagine all of the business 
men getting out of their cars in 
the middle of their commute 
and sobbing wilh relief when 
the shaking stopped-~( realize 
that I have a home, and there 
is a place in the world I feel 
.connected to; a group of peo-
ple 1 suffer with no matter how 
far away from them I am. I am 
hurting now inside in a place I 
have never acknowledged be-
fore. I want to tell my city that 
I .1m so very, very sorry. J want 
to tell Bard th~t I appreciate 
your concern . and your pa-
tience in what has strangely 
and unexpectedly turned into 
a very real period of mourning 
for me and for the other stu- . 
dents I know from the Bay 
Area. And I want to laugh at 
myself as the thought passes 
sweetly and irresistibly 
through my. mind: maybe I 
really did leave my heart in 
San Francisco. CJ 
Here Are Ten 
Good Things to 
Do and One 
Great One 
Have a good dinner. play golf, take a drive, 
see a movie, take a photograph,read a 
book, have a nap, visit a museum, do some 
gardening, take a walk, and lind a religious· 
community where your feelings and opinions 
are valued. For information about just such a 
community near you, write: 
UNITARIAN FELLOWSlllP 
P.O. Box 1000-N 
Kingston, NY 12401 
Church located on Sawldll Road 
1 mile south of Rt. 209, 
1 mile north of Washington Avenue 
Sundays 10:30 AM 
TEL~ONE (914) 331-2884 
• ' "'( -. . ..... · .. -
;·_ ·.: '- ' i~ I · .1. -;: ; 
Costum.ed parlier~ bring hom.e treats 
by Kristan Hutchison 
Cc:>stumed in capes, cob-
. webs, and . period clothing, 
Bard students crowded the 
dance · floor iri Kline for the 
- pre-Halloween party Satui-· · 
day evening October 281 
planned by the Activities 
Club:· Sam Sharmat and 
. Hawk :Ha~kso·~" :deejayed 
for the motley mix of belly 
. dancers;~ Rena is sa rice char-
acters, and spooks. Gor-
don Noble wo!l first prize · 
for his "Lucifer" costume 
arrayed in red from head td 
toe with a ·t-_:;hh:t . s~ati!lg 
nMy parents · we~t ·to · h~H · _-· 
a!'d all I got was t~is s~upid 
.t.:-s~irt."_ I:"irst prize was a. 
dinner for ·two¥·at'Santa:.Fe 
.9J1~ . interested in dining 
._'·with the devil?) . 
-~ond prize went to Ta.ra 
. Parsons dresSed as a Greek 
God in a toga and strewn 
· with foliage. She won a 
$20.00 gift certificate from 
Record World. · 
Third prize went to 
"Death." Tom Hickerson 
wore a black cape, hat, and 
halloween makeup, win-
ning him a $10.00 free piz-
za. 
Over $200.00 was collect-
ed to aid earthquake survi-
vors in San Fransisco. For 
those who missed the party 
or would like to make fur-
ther donations, Shelley 
Morgan and the Peer 
»'e~h ~Qpo dollars. cAny-
-~ounse~or's will be accept-
ing money through Friday, 
_. .. . ~ostum~s at ~encfit for quake relief. a 
~~~~-- ~~~~~--~~~--~--~~~~-· · ·-. ·=.,-·· ·:-- · .. · . .,. · · .. , .. . ,·. - Bardparents Day 
continued_ from pagt 3 quality:· ·J.enny Lieberman 
to cat, which ~Bowed parents said, ''t'he food was much less 
the opportunity to finally ex- grcascy and ·much less 
perience Kline. Said one ·par- smashed together than usu-
cnt, "Our other ~on went to al.'' · 
the University of Pennsylva~ Concerning the student 
nia, and when we went there population, B~rdparcnts also 
· for Parents'Day, the food was had much to say. Mr. Keegan 
· just inedible, ·but here I was said they arc "very \-vell 
pleasantly surprised/'··Anoth- rounded, personable and 
er parent noted that "The frienc:lly." Mr. Fennessey said 
foo_d is .m~c-h ni~cr ~hi_s. year that the students arc "possi-
tha~. o!'! last P~rents J)ay." bly more interested in aca-
Many studcri.ts did remind . demics than at other institu-
their parents, how~vcr, th~t tions.:.thcy d rcss more in 
there were . not always table more novel wa.ys, too." 
doths on the tables and the Bardian~ dlSo reacted to 
• food was not alway-5 . of this Parents' Day: Said . David 
cv • magazine 
------------------~~ 
targets 
~eegari, i•r filink. it's ~beautifuL · 
I took them on a walk all the 
way from Manor down to the 
waterfall and they got to 
check out everything.'' Joshua 
·Ephraim Israel Abrams said, 
"It's great. It makes me feel 
all warm and tingly inside. [t 
makes me want to jump up 
and say, '0!''' Getting a little 
more serious, he added, "In 
general, I feel that the inher-
ent _qualities of Parents' 
Wceken·d- make it a more or 
les.s Super-fun ky-frcsh-jam-
packed-deal." Mrs. Abrams 
seconded that emotion and 
said, ~Tm going to enroll.'' 0 
students 
by Kristan H~tchison issues on campuses, inform- dents. 
. "Poor, struggling, college stu-
dents" have become the tar- · 
get of advertisers through CV 
the College Magazine, which 
was delivered to Bard stu-
dents' iri Octob£;r and · again 
last week. Career Visions de-
veloped the new magazine, 
now in its secojid ·year, to fill 
the void left after three nation-
al college m·a·gazines folded in 
spring of 1988- Newsweek on 
Campus, Business Week Ca-
.- -rcers, and. CaJ!lpUS Voice. ' 
ing them of how the magazine Nationwide, 12.3 million stu-
is received and any com- dents are enrolled in colleges 
mcnts studt.'nts make on it. either part time or full time. 
They also promote products They have about 13.2 billion 
of particular advertisers on in discretionary spending 
_ the campus through events money annually, according to 
like coffee houses with guest a special report in Advertising 
speakers and free. coffee and Age. Undergraduates ac-
cookies. count for 7 million of those 
The articles in CV deal with student~ wjth 10.5 billion in 
issues of parHcular concern to annual di~crctionaiy funds. 
students, from freshman ad- That means an average of 
;ustment to senior's transi- $155.00 dollars per month per 
tions into the "real world." On student:-
Your Own, Graduate Sc-hool, CV will come out six times · 
. and Salaries arc just three of this academic year, the next 
the regular departments fo- issue being in November. It 
The return of. the King 
by David Bicle 
A couple of weeks . ago, with 
my first. Reading Week be-
fore me, I decided to do 
something completely reck-
less and utterly unheard of at 
Bard with the empty sched-
ule: go home. 
I left late at night for good 
. old Somers; New York and ar-
rived ho~e a little before. 
dawn. I went inside and 
looked around. My parents 
were asleep in b'ed, but 1 
could see that they had left 
the light on in my room and it 
welcomed me through the 
open door. It was not the 
Grand Home~oming I had 
envisioned, but it would do. 
I started dimbing the stairs 
to my room, but stopped mid-
way. Something had bL'en 
bothering me since l had en- ., 
tcrcd the house, and now l put 
my finger on it: my house 
smelled different. l didn't 
know what it smelled of, or 
how this smdl \Vas different, 
but different it was.· And it un-
nerved me. 
Upon entering _my room \lnd 
plopping my stuff d.own on my 
unfamiliady dean floor, I no-
ticed my parents had put all 
my Rolling Stone magazines 
that arrived in my absence on 
my desk. l picked one ~p, sat 
down on my bed,·.and leafed 
through it. 
After sitting there for a few 
minutes I decided that I was 
wasting a unique moment, so 
(put d~wn the magazine and 
looked ~around me. I looked at 
all the posters on the walls· 
and the books on the shc!ves. 
Everything was familiar, but 
for some reason it looked dif-
ferent. I ~~sn't~ ~m;c at fi~st of 
the cause of this strangeness, 
because t e objects be ore 
me were . not parts of my life 
anymore. When I thought of 
my room, these were no long-
er the things of which 1 
thought. . 
This feeling _ of familiarity 
with, but distance from~ ob-
jects i~ my house was intensi-
fied when I went into the bath-
room. My hand went 
automatically to the light 
switch, without my even think-
ing about its location~ and 
then I looked at the switch and 
thought how queer its white 
color looked next to lhe red 
one of the fan. When 1 had 
lived in the house this object 
had been a part of my daily 
life and faded into the back-
ground. But now, after my 
long absence it stood out, and 
looked strange. 
The rest of my visit was Hke 
that. I could grab a knife from 
the silverware drawer without 
looking, but using it felt queer-
_-it didn't fit right in my hand. ~ 
kept turning the key to the 
front door the wrong way be-
, cause· it was the opposite of 
how I had to turn the key t~ 
enter my dorm room. And 
though having ·my gog, Kola 
{\vhorn I had always affection-
ately called "Fatso"), fall 
asleep at the edge of my bed 
felt completely normal, when I 
took a iook at h1rn, he s~med 
much fatter than I rcmem-
·bcrcd. i asked my-;parents if 
he had gained much weight, 
_but they said "no." [ guess 
\-\'hen I was around him every 
Jay, [ took his roly-polyness 
for granted; now it stood out. 
I returned to Bard Monday 
evening, and as 1 drove down 
the dark main street of Red 
Hook I was struck by how fa-
miliar and right everything 
looked . 
They say that for one to sec 
anything dearly, one has to be 
removed from it for a time. 
And _ on my return from my 
visit llcarncd the truth in this; 
my time away had enabled 
me to see that it was with this 
trip that I was coming home. 
~nd when l got back to my 
dorm and came into my room 
I plopped my stuff down and 
looked at the familiar posters 
and books and furniture that 
surrounded me. l turned on 
my sten .. "' and co Uapsed into 
boo. o 
·~ C\r is solving the problems 
that destroyed the previous 
magazines by better methods 
of distributio~ and closer com-
munications between the' tar-
get audience and the editors. 
The magazine is delivcreddi-
rectly to 1,024,226 students 
and farulty through their mail' 
cused on the current and fu- \•'1:1ll continue to be distributed 
~re n~ds of ~ol~ge sw~ iliro~hilie~Moff~. a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;·;';· ~~~~~~ 
~-=R=-E:="":'C=¥~C~L~E~D~R~E~AD~I~N...,_G--. 
but then I realized that it was 
boxes. ·· 
. ·Career Visions stays close to 
the college scene.· by hiri~g ·. 
· stude~ts as campus represen--
tativ~s. College rcpresenta-· 
tives keep Career Visions in 
touch with the activities and 
Used 'N New Books - Many Scholarly Books 
Comics - Baseball Cards 
Rental Books Available- SuppHes 
Adventure Gaming Supplies 
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._, :: · Jan.:uary break offers 
by Krista_n Hut<:~ison 
·~he stores. hav~ yet to hang 
paper Santas and colored 
lights, but ii is.already time to 
think about a Bard tradition, 
January break. Since" stu-
dents. arc not required back 
on campus between "Winter 
Vacation" and "January 
Break"; officially two separ-
ate things, they have from 
Dec(,'!mber 16, 1989 to janu-
ary 30, 1990 to do whatever 
they choose. · 
A common mistake is fQr 
students to put off deciding 
. what they want to 'do with 
January Break until Decem-
_ber. · Unfortunately, by the 
time Bard students get 
home, all the jobs are taken, 
it is too late to arrange a trip, 
and applications for classes 
· or interns have missed the 
deadline. 
lf you need money, there 
are many jobs available be-
fore the Christmas season in' 
sales and merchandise. 
However, you will be com pet-
in~;- with all the other college 
students who start vacation 
earlier. Begin applying now 
for a job in December. Har-
riet Sch~artz, the ·Career 
Center Director ad vises stu-
dents,. "to think hard about 
any contacts they may have. 
ACROSS ' 
1 Judge 
5 Wine cups 
9 Male sheep 
12 Site otTaj 
Mahal · 
13 Girl's name 
14 Sudsy brew 
15 Abhor 
17 Spanish article 
18 Neckpiece 
19 Carry 
21 Country of Asia 
23 Most pleasing 
27 :A.gave plant 
28 Chicago airport 
29 Turf 




35 Pullman car 




42 Eagle's nest 




51 Without end 
52 High mountain 
53 River in Siberia 
55 Bursts forth 
59 Diocese 
60 Wheel tooth 
62 Country of Asia· 
63 That woman 
64 Chair 
65 Kind of mug . 
DOWN 
1 Pigeon pea 
. 2Thesell 
Think abo~t anyone you know 
who might know someone in 
your field of interc~t. Then pu-t 
together a· ·tetter explaining 
what you want to do and re-
sume with your background." 
She suggests you check the lo-
cal paper of the town you want 
to work in and have your par-
ents keep an eye out for any 
job openings. If you worked 
somc\Yhcre last summer you 
may have a better chance get-
ting temporary work there be-
cause they won't hav:e to train 
you. 
If you're not in a money 
crunch and you '"''ant more 
stimulating work, there arc in-
ternships available. Inten1-
ships allow you to work, usually 
unpaid, in a business of your 
choice and gain experience 
from the professionals around 
you. "It can give you a quick 
taste of what a particular field 
might be like. If you like it you 
might be able to pursue some-
thing more longterm," encour-
ages Schwartz, "E'•en if you are 
only there for a month, you 
may develop some contacts so 
that 1f you decide to do a l9ng-
er intern or if you're a senior 
you can get in touch about a 
job." Whatever your interest, 
an internship can· probably be 
arranged with a little creativity 

















22 Kind of type: 
abbr. 





30 More beloved 
32 Seed covering 
33 Pronoun 
36 Dawn goddess 




45 Sun god 
47 Prevent 
48 Reckless 
49 Toward shelter 
50 Records 
54lnsect 
56 In favor ot 
57 Flap 
58 Vessel's curved 
planking 
£1 Cooled lava 
The Bard Observ'er PageS 
opportunities to· Bard ·Students 
can advise on how to develop 
an individual internship. 
Informational interviews can 
also provide insight into a par-
ticular career field, without 
taking up you entire vacation. 
"For someone who has to 
work because of financial re-
alities and needs to get a job 
in a store or something, an-
other option is to take just a 
fe,w days in the break to do 
some informational inter-
views," says Schwartz. Stu-
dents can then. ask profes-
sionals vital questions a bout 
their chosen career. Schwartz 
is arranging a career mentors 
program irl New York C1ty_ on 
january 24-26 that will give 
students the opportunity to 
ask such questions of an 
alumni in their field and to 
"shadow" the alumni for a 
full day on the job. 
Volunteering can make a 
January Break particularly full 
and memorable. Volunteers 
are always needed. in soup 
kitchens, shelters, food banks, 
and hospitals. The Northern 
Dutchess Hospital is looking 
for people to create programs 
~or the patients on ·a volun-
.t teer basis. "A dance student 
might want to do a program in 
dance, or a history major 
might do oral histories fo"r the 
families," Schwartz suggests. 
~-- .- - ·--:-:::;.·-- ..:: ~ ..::::tt~- --'!.-:.. r.~:.:· .. _: ....:..:..· t"!' .' - .• .; 
or your" may prefer" to volun-. 
teer for a favorite cause: 
Greenpeacc, National Organi-
zation for Women, and most 
other non-profit organizations 
depend on volunteers. 
If you have some spare 
cha~g~;a few hundred dollars 
will do, you can travel. There 
arc tours or study abroad pro-
grams available. ''Some peo-
ple do not want to deal with all 
the planning. Also, if it i's the 
first time they have ever been 
to the 'country it may help 
-them there,"· suggests 
Schwartz, "Organized tours 
give group rates, bu.t include 
extra fees." 
'The cheapest way to travel i5 
to arrange it yourself_ Air rates 
go up after December 15, so 
leave before then if vou can_ 
Studen~ fares arc available on 
a standby basis on many air-
lines. Relatives offer rcasorla- · 
ble rates for a place to stay 
· and usuaHy.are more exciting 
than a mo_tel anyway. If you do 
not know anyone fn the coun-
try or dty you choose to visit, 
join American Youth Hostels. 
For a $35.00 membership fcc, 
you can stay in any hostel in 
the world in the next 12 
months for $5.00 to 515.00 a 
night and it is a good way to 
meet other young travelers. If 
you arc goin~ abroad, be sure 
.. ~ - . ' 
: > Classifieds 
· HELP' WA.NtEO 
SPRING BREAK 1990--
lndividual or student organi-
zatio"n needed to promote our 
Spring Break trips. Earn mon-
ey, free trips, and valuable 
work experience. APPLY 
NOW! CaU fntcr-Campus 
Programs: 1-s00-327 -6013 
ATTENTION-HIRING! 
Government jobs--your area. 
$17,840--$69,485. 
Call 1-800-838-8885 ext 
R18,624 
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS! 532,000/ 
year income potentiaL Details 
( 1) 602-838--8885 ext Bk 18624 
A FREE GIFT JUST FGR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP 
T0$1700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS!!! 
Student groups, fraternities, 
sororities needed for market-
ing project on· campus. For 
details plus a FREE GIFT, 
group officers call 
1-800-950-8472 ext 0. 
U-Haul -assis,tarice: pack 
Thursday near Bard, unpack 
Friday in Manhattan (11 I 16-
17 or 11 /30-12/1). Better than 
W /Swages. Contact Burt Bro-
dy, campus mail: 
JOBS IN ALASKA 
HIRINC: Men - Women 
Summer/Year-round. CANNERIES, 
FISHING; LOGGING, TOURISM, 
CONSTRUCfiON up to 5600 W<'ekly, 
plus FREE room and board. CALL 
NOW! call refundable 
1-206-736-0775, ext. 169A 
PE~SONALS 
From Toni-Anne Michelle <.1nd 
Tina Marie: Like, what· da 
fuck?? !! Leave us alone, 
awrite?! Disco babes rock da 
house!J!! 2 good 2 B 4-gotten!!! 
Is Velcro-Butt related to Vel-
cro Dildo? 
Me friend. I want you to be 
happy and me, too. Let's go 
away-soon. 
MC- I know I'm never home 
for dinner, but how about pan-
cakes? (You can sleep in if you 
want to.) - K 
Jason and Ed- Your chance is 
coming. Be ready. 
Crow: Tc amo, je t'aimc, Muso 
bello-vita mia, Son per voi 
tutta foco! Take care. Love 
swan ... 
Amara: We love you, we do. 
Don't worry, it's under control . 
Scandals arc going well with-
to get a passport soon, and 
check if the country requires a 
visa. 
For students wishing to ex-
pand their minds and gain ex-
tra credits. toward graduation, 
there arc study programs. 
Many colleges offer january 
programs. Schwartz advises 
students decide ~here they 
want to go and then· contact 
the colleges to see if they have 
a program. 
Students can also develop in-
dependent projects for credit 
with the approval of their ad-
visor, and the department 
head. Applications arc availa-
ble in the registrars office. · Pro-
jects must be approved by the 
committee before the break 
for credit and the same goes 
for established programs. "Of-
ten.timcs an internship flyer 
will say credit is available, but 
the students still need to get it 
okayed here. My experience is 
that they usually need the 
same as . an independent 
study, with a faculty sponsor 
and a program," warns 
Sch\'l.'artz. 
So don't wait until it is too late 
to make exciting vacation 
plans. "If you do know you 
want to do something over Jan-
uary Break, but don't know 
what yet, just come in and talk 
to me," says Schw!;lrtZ. 0 
out you. The sex is getting 
pretty steamy. The computer 
is· having humidity problems 
. again ... love, some of your 
staff. · · 
To Amy who used to be in Box 
252. If you're still'out there, 
and you still care, get in touch 
with me. This year we're doing 
something about it-Ben, now 
in Box 920. 
·wanted: 
An underclassman willing to 
give love, backrubs, and con- · 
soling words to a stressed out 
sen_ior. sigh. 
Think pink, think blu~; think 
Winnie the Pooh. 
What great technique! 
Where'd ya learn to do a blow 
job like that? 
Fiona- ThanKs. Hope you en-
joyed the tea. 
You're pushing our generousi-
ty already. 
·page6 The Bard Observer 
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Beer Column: -· Poughkeepsie's Ch~nce hosts Phishy goings on for Halroween 
Germatt Beer 
by Chris Hancewicz 
and Jody Apap 
Well, we haven't been 
kicked ~ut yet, so here we go 
again. 
As yo11 can see, we have 
changed our theme; screw 
Oprah anyway. This week we 
are tasting two German light 
beers. For clarification we wiB 
always refer to the coloring of ~ 
beer by 'light,' and its caloric 
content by 'lite.' 
. We wilt not review dark 
beers for another couple of 
weeks, in order to let vou our 
faithful readers, get' a 'firm 
grasp of light beers .. 
And this week's lucky beers 
are Reichelbrau and Spaten1 
both Bavarian. Both arc full~ 
bodied, but not over powering, 
but not without differences. · 
We founa that Spateri has a 
stronger flavor, yet ~t aiso goes 
down smoother, Rcichelbrau· 
strikes you with a s1lght1y more 
bitter first taste than Spaten 
does. · 
·by Robin Cook 
Ah, the trials and tribulations 
it took to get there! Yours truly 
was to review the Phish/ 
Shooky Bones show at the 
Chance in Poughkeepsie Sat-
urday, Oct. 28. Had a guest in-
vited and everything. Was 
ready to dredge out of the 
closet the showgirl costume 
which had gobbled up a hefty 
paycheck a year ago at· that 
costume place in the Hudson 
Valley Mall. . . 
My guest was outfitted an 
nice and normal in his every-
day clothes save- a devil's 
mask. We hcad.ed off to 
'Keepsie and it sure was lucky 
for us that I'd been there be-
fore because the driving is 
tricky and there's no way you, 
dear concert-g9,cr, will EVER 
find a parking 'space that won't 
involve ha\,1ng to fork over 35 
cents per hour. So carry some 
spar€ ·change next ·time you're 
~ over there, okay? 
· On with the concert review: 
There's a tc'nd~mcy -among 
people to evaluate the musi-
-cal quality of a Bard band by 
simply removing the "r" from 
"Bard". Therefore, it was com-
forting to see fellow Bardians 
hopping about the dance floor 
in front of the stage as Shooky 
Bones played their opening 
set. I've seen them before; I 
enjoyed them the first time I 
saw them, and I enjoyed the 
second time. · 
· See, the Bones have found 
that rarity among bands ... the 
happy medium. Instrumental 
jams that keep you dandng. 
Drum-and- percussion solos 
that are fun to watch. Long 
pieces which hold onto .the lis-
tener's ear. I don't know how-
they do it. I only know that it 
was great to spot people from 
Bard there. A real show of ap-
preciation for fellow ' students 
(there arc two Bard alumni in 
. the Shooky Bones· lineup). 
Heartwarming, truly heart-
warming. 
Then Phish came on. The 
band (guitarist Trey Anastsio, 
drummer Jon Fishman, key-
boardist Page McConnelC 
and bassist Mike Gordon) 
opened with a doo~wop num-
ber featuring Fishman on 
Hoover vacuum cleaner, and 
launched into a set that can 
be d~scribed by this writer as 
Mahavish.nu Orchestra 
m~ets the Bonzo Dog Band 
meets the Knack meets Yes. 
The Bones adapt the music 
of years gone by by stripping 
away some of the excesses; 
Phish does an insane parody 
of some of ·those excesses. 
Their jazz-inflected . sound 
can in part . be credited to 
McConnell's keyboard work; 
they're at their best when 
they ease off the jazz in-
fluence for a more balanced 
jazz/ pop approach. 
The crowd fell in love with 
Phish. The band, in turn, were 
enjoying every second of the 
show; you should've seen 
Anastasio grinning as he 
surveyed the crowd. They do 
terrific covers, and turned out 
·Led Zeppelin's "Good Times 
Bad Times" as a pre-
intermission tune. 
Intermission consisted of a 
costume contest in which 
Fishman entered, only to be 
disqualified during the finals. 
Winners were a lady dressed 
in a prison suit, false eyelash-
es and "Z.Z. Gabor" namctag, 
a guy credited by the judge as 
"Mr. Al I. Gator" and some-
one in a grotesquely funny 
mask, who redevcd the year's 
pass to the Chance advertised 
last ish. · 
Then Phish rctt.irned to the 
stage with their ever-
unpredictable set, which 
closed with a long, extend~d 
piece about a cat, Poster Nut-
meg (?) who is killed by a bull-
dog, and his owner's grief-
stricken respon~e. Encore of 
the night was AC/DC's ''High-
way to Hell." WUN-DER-
FUU 
. . 
I'm now on the Phish mailing_ 
list.. "It doesn't· cost much 
'cause it's free," said the guy 
at the table. Good deall l only 
hope they can r~ad my hand-
writing. ·- (J 
Although the flavors are dif-
ferent, . neither is particularly 
awful, nor are they exceptional. 
A ·magnanimous new production of Shakespeare's "The Tempe~t" 
Basically, they both arc run of 
the mill German light beers. 
However, we must add that 
for being average. one is less 
than average 1n ~izc. Reichcl-
brau comes in bottles that arc 
only 11.2 fl. ozs., as opposed to 
12 fl. ozs. that is considered the 
norm. This however is offset by 
- the fact that H.eichelbrau is an 
extraordinary $3.49 a six-pack, 
while Spa ten fs priced at $4.99. 
Now, to respond one of the 
many cpmments we've ~e­
cei~ed; _the experts say (so far 
we've only met one} that Spa,.-
ten must be ,drunk with a bit of 
freshly squeezed lemon to en--
hance the flavor of the beer. 
As far as we're concerned, 
beer is not a mixed drink! 
Okay, Corona had a very s~c­
cessful advertising scam di-
continued on page. 7 
by Wade Savitt 
After a summer ofaownscal-
ing Shakespeare in produc-
tions 1ikC' the one that felt it 
necessary to make Lear strl,lt 
and chomp a cigar, lhe cur- . 
rent production of ''The Tern: 
pest" at the Roundabout 
Theatre in New York treats 
the generous Shakespeare 
with generosity and· faithful-
nesS~ Following the theme of 
healthy occassions for self-
sacrifice, the director, Jude 
Kelly, has forgone the con-
spicuous strategy of breaking 
the fiction, and with self ef-
facement, has trusted it in-
stead. Frank Langella, for ex-
ample, in choosing to play 
ProspC'ro as a studious hermit 
has not reduced the charac-
ter of the wizard , but rather 
has made the struggle to for-
BEVERAGE WAY 
SUPERMARKET OF B~ER AND ·sODA 
Route 9, 2 miles north of Red Hook 758·0541 
THE AREA'S BEST SELECTION OF 
IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER 







give when one has un-
checked power to avenge, 
· more accessible as a fully hu~ 
man trial. The director, Lan-
gella, and the rest of the cast 
- have successfully avoided 
. marring the very delicate fab-
ric of Shakespeare's last play. 
·- · Prospera, once the Duke of 
Milan,. not caring for politics 
but only study, entrusted his 
brother, Antonio, with man-
agement of the dukedom. Al-
lied with the King of Naples, 
Antonio had Prospero cap-
tured and set· adrift with his 
daughter Miranda. No\v, 
twelve years later, "accident 
most strange" has brought 
the conspirators ncar enough 
to Prospero's island for the 
tempest he raises by his art to 
draw them ashore. Prospero's 
star is at the zenith and he 
At the Student Center: 
Friday, Nov. 3: "Bliss", direct-
ed by Ray Lawrence 
Sunday, Nov. 5: "The Kill-
ing''1 directed by Stanley Ku-
brick 
At the Preston Theater: 
Mon. Nov. 6: "Nanook of the 
North" 
Wednesday, Nov. 8: "Arse-
nal" 
knows, not what his actions 
should be, but only that his 
fortunes hereafter depend on 
how he makes use of this op-
portunity. 
The executor of his plans is 
the sprite, Arie1, liberated by 
Prospero from a spell of con-
. finement in an oak, and 
played by B.D. Wong, who in 
"M. Butterfly" was a man 
keeping his sex hidden by en-
chantment and his male-
lover~s willful ignorance. In 
black pants, bare-chested and 
barefoot, Wong, by the very 
perfection and obcd~ence of 
his body is unencumbered by 
it, and is so convincingly in-
substantia] as Ariel that \\'hen 
:1 in running down a ramp he 
breaks off a fragment of wood, 
it seems puzzling that he has 
left a discernible wake in mat-
ter. When he sings to Ferdi-
nand, Prince o£ Naples, of his 
father drowned anq trans-
formed, the falsetto on the 
word "strange," in its being 
ungenerated by the acoustics 
of the body, ~shows how 
strange, how refined he is. He 
is sensuous, a sprite ~h'? 
somehow loves to be stroked, 
frivolous above all other 
things, and utterly self-
contained in asexual incom-
prehensibility. 
It is Ariel who, though com-_ 
posed only of air, in feeling 
pity for the punished conspira-
tors rebukes Pros pero. Langel-
la, in the scene in which Pros-
pero abandons his art, is not a 
magtctan frightene.d by his 
susceptibility to· the bJack, but 
a charitable man, a teacher of 
virtue horrified at having taken 
pleasure in the suffering even 
of his enernies. -·H~ spe-aks the 
verse with the slowness of the 
castaway, sits more often than 
he stands, smiles at Miranda's 
love-talk or Ariel's dexterity. 
He is the rare hero_who, un-
compelled, purges himself of 
hubris- with such a passion of 
self-abhorrence in one mo-
ment, with such physical 
wrenching into fo-rgiveness in 
another·, .that it is impossible 
not to be deeply moved, and 
impossible to forget, even in 
the mid5t of the feast, the frail-
ty of the artist stripped of his 
art, the renunciations that 
leave him bereft of Miranda, 
Ariel, his revenge; his art, his 
self-corist.ructcd world. 
Though the lovers are pain-
ful to watcP, and hear at times, 
malignant, irredeemable Jay 
Patterson. as Cali ban, and, un-
natural as the just-mentioned 
"hag-seed," _Rocco· Sisto as An-
tonio, are especially good. lt is 
a measure of the greatness· of 
Langella's ·performance, the 
enchantment of the play for 
which Wong is so largely re-
sponsible, and the persuasive-
ness of its call -for generosity, 
that the audience, on hearing 
Pros·pcro plead in the epilogue 
for · the release of clapping . 
hands, can manage to clap 
and, while liberating the ac-
tors, exile itself to the world. 0 
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Dylan plays Poughkeepsie: A down in the groove show N 0 R TH ~ 
by Markus Olin-Fahle 
On October 20, Bob Dylan 
played the Mid~Hudson Civic 
Center in Poughkeepsie. Al-
though the sound was not par-
ticularly great, this is a very 
small arena t}:tat seats only 
~ 3000, and it was a rare oppor-
tunity· to see one of the most 
·famous. rockers of all time in 
such- dose company. 
Bob Dylan has always been 
·my hero, and I have stuck with 
him to this day. I lost my rock 
and r~ll virginity about twelve 
years ago listening to the in-
sanely intense concert version 
of "Like a Rolling Stone" on 
Before the Flood. Recorded 
. with The Band in 1974, that al-
bu.m "is the greatest live album 
of ~11. time, with the_ possible 
exception of james Brown's 
Live at_ the Apollo Volume II 
Qr Sex Machine. 
Dylan's music in the late Sev-
enties" and .in. the ~ighties is 
sorely underrated. Every one 
· of his albums contains at least 
a couple of treasures. And Dy-
lan has rcma,ined true to him-
sef.f as an artist, writing to ex--
press himself and not to 
please others. Always ready to, 
go against the grain of what is . 
~afc and popular, he is usually 
Hkely to · si.irprise and chal-
.-.~ lengc hi9' fans with a new twist 
or turn in his career.. 
His recording output has a 
quirky hit-or~miss quality to it. 
His greatest song of the Eight-
ies, "Blind Willie McTcll," is 
avaii~ble only as a bootl<~g, 
having been tossed back into 
the vaults during the sessions 
fo~ 1983's Infidels album. 
Bob Dylan is my uncle, my 
father-in-law, and my best 
man. ~t would be very. nice if 
he could playat bqth my wed-
ding and at my funeraL 
Finally, it is very reasonable 
t() agree with Patti Smith, who 
claims that Bob Dylan is the 
present incarnation of that 
wild French poet, Arthur Rim-
baud. I 
That said, a~ny .trip to down-
town Poughkeepsie to see 
somebody masquerading as 
· German Beers 
continued from page 6 
rected towards beer drin_kers 
who don't like beer .. However, 
this. was to add some taste to 
their beer, whi.le hiding what 
bitterness it has. 
. AU I can say is that before 
you know it, you'll find a mini 
umbrella skewering a maras-. 
chino cherry and a pineapple 
chunk in your glass of Heinek-
en. Nuff said! 
Bob Dylan -on stage was 
bound to be a little disap-
pointing. But if one was able 
to put aside the mythical bag-
gage of going to sec the grea·t 
Bob Dylan, and if one were 
not expecting a ,.familiar re-
playing of moldy classics and 
greatest yell-alongs, one saw 
a solid and musically impres-
sive show, with a relatively ad-
venturous set list. 
The concert was the oppo-
site. of the charismatic inten-
sity of watching a Mick Jagger 
suck the crowd crotch-first 
into the rock-and-roll whirl-
wind of his lips. Bob Dylan 
made almost no· connection 
with the audience whatsoev-
er. As .a matter of fact, one 
imagined the audience was a 
non-existent distraction for 
him, a distraction whose only 
purpose was· to force him to 
play some moldy oldies. The 
only stage presence he had 
was a brooding intensity. He 
acted like someone who used 
to have the pseudonym 
"Blind Boy Grunt'' would be 
expe~tcd to act. R~the_r than 
a forum for idol-worshipping 
frenzy, this cc;mcert was .a 
showcase for one man's limit-... 
ed but spontaneousiy righ-
teous musical vision. 
Bob Dylan is touring this 
time with.a simple four-piece 
. band. G.E. Smith¥ the leader 
of the Saturday Night Live 
house band, is his lead guitar-
" ist _an:d bandlcader. Fortu-
nately, this band did not play 
loud, bombastic, three-chord 
bluster. Having toured to-
gether for over a year now, 
they arc extremely tight. 
The nicest surprise was the 
delicate and complex. i_f!tcr-
play behvccn Dylan's and 
Smith's guitars. I had never 
really paid much attention to 
Dylan's guitar playing before, 
but he showcased it with lots 
repetitive but competent · 
chordal picking on the upper 
·range of the guitar neck. Lots 
of classics, like "Mr. Tambou-
rine Man" and the opener, 
"The Times They Are A-
Changin','' were given a new 
Spat en: jod y: 6 1/2 
Chris: 61/2 
Reic~elbrau: Jody: 8 1 (2 
Chris: 8 
On taste alone, I _(Chris) pre-
fer Reichelbrau, while I (jody) 
prefer Spahm. This is due to 
the fact that Spatcn is slightly 
sweeter, and we both agree 
that the preference is for per-
sonal reasons, with Reichel-
character with their bluesy in-
terplay.,Some of the more ob-
scure surprises in~luded "Ab~ 
solutely Sweet Marie/' a 
touching "Tears of Rage," 'Til . 
Remember You," "Lpve Mi-
nus Zero/No Limit," "One 
Too Many Mornings," and an 
angry, bitter "Dead Man, 
When Will You Awake?". The 
songs from his new album, Oh 
• Mercy. fit right in, especially 
''Broken" and the first encore 
"Most of the Time." . 
The nicest surprise of t~e 
evening for me was when he 
played rhythmic, yet also dark 
and eerie, solo piano on "the 
tunes "When You .Gonna 
Wake Up?fJ and 11Ring The~ 
Bells." The final song of the_ 
evening was a pretty good ver-
sion .. ~£ "All A1ong ~he Watch-
tower." · 
The downside of the concert 
was the fact that his voice, 
which us~ to be. the greatest 
a·nd · most expressive bad 
voice in music, has become 
simply bad. One of his neat 
tricks was the way he some-
times changed the phrasing 
. when singing, compared to 
the songs' . original versigns. 
Yet he often s1urred..Jh~ woros, 
and. ovcra ll . hi 5-voice remind-
ed me of a sailor;s rusty , old 
razor blade. , 
Bob Dylan put on a sweaty 
''down icy th_e groove"-style _ 
show that certainly had its 
share of charm and fas~it:ta­
tion. The one thing it lacked 
was a little variation on the -
basic sound, although like I 
said, the basic sound '"Yas not 
all that bad. The music was 
kind of like a meat and pota-
toes dinner, without the v_egc-
tables or the dessert. Bob Dy-
lan should consider hiring an 
accordion player or violinist to 
supplement this band. 
The opening band, Quick 
Rick M'cDick and the Fa~hion 
Blooze Posse, was the tnost 
horrible warm-up band I have 
ever heard. They sounded like 
the J. Geils Band would ha~e if 
they had written and re,corded 
a11 of their songs. while suffer-
ing from food poisoning. LJ. 
brau getting bon?s points for 
p:ice. · . · 
Once again it's time to go. 
Thank you for your .support. 
P.S. If you're looking for a 
point to our column, you've 
missed it. Cl 
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Soccer Teams ~mpress Their Folks; 
Women Tie 1-1, Men Lose 1-0 
Women vs Mt. St. Vincent 
On Parents' Day I the women 
"kickers finished their season 
on an upnote, holding Mt. St. 
Vincent to a 1-1 tie. 
Mt. St. Vincent took the lead 
in the first half,.but"then iri the 
second, Wendy Hu_t.so~ scored 
to tie the game at one each. 
The women closed out a fair-
ly successful sea·son at 2-9-1, in 
only the second season of var-
sity soccer for women here at 
Bard. 
The wom~n played with ·an 
intensity that has been lacking 
most o-f the sc~son; better late 
than never I guess. 
Men vs Dominican 
Earlier in the Week 
M~n _vs Bloomfield 
Mo~day, 10/23 
'(ou' d h~ve to start thinking 
Bard. actually has a decent 
soccer team after the men 
trounced Bloomfield, 3-0. 
The 5!COring barrage began 
in the first half yvhcn Torrence 
Lewis assisted Colin Clark to 
give Bard the lead. Then Lewis 
added. another after receiving 
the best pass of the game, 
probably the season, maybe 
even the decade, from Bard 
stopper Jody Apap (me}. 
Ol<ay, maybe it was only a 
clear from the backfield, but 
who's counting. -..-;lJ ' 
The ~aid. 9bsery~r 
..... . . -- ~ - ·: ... ·- ~= .,.:; ·.::-;. :.: .- '.· --- -~- -
F~day, Nove~ber 3, 1989 
The men lost an incredibly · 
tight game later tbat day 
against Dominican College. A 
1-0 loss · is nothing to worry 
about, considering that with 
the win, Dominican clinched . 
the conference title. 
To finish the ·tfay, Freshman 
Peter Saarsgard scored, assiss-
ted by Clark, the team cap-
tain. 
T~lrl? The schedule for the 
two evenings; Lifestyle Improvement Program 
Not only -that, but Bard. did 
not score agai~s.t itself, a trick 
that we've been perfeeting the 
past few weeks. 
. Much of the game was spent 
on the Bard half of the J~eld. 
Dominican kept control of the 
ball at midfield well, but the 
Bard defense was . practicaily 
impenetrable in their back 
thin~. 
-Although Dominic~n was 
For once, the game was· 
played on our opponent's half 
of the field for most of the 
game, with Bard taking 31 
. shots on goal, as opposed to 
Bloomfield's weak 11. 
The big goo.se egg for 
Bloomfield . was goalie Grant 
McDonald's first ·- shutout of 
the season. ''ft was nice to. 
l<eep the other tearrC from 
·scoring, I even kept Chris and 
Jody from scoring," said 
McDonald. 
Next Tuesday and Wednes-
day there wi11 be discussion 
groups held in 'the aerobics 
room in the Stevenson Gym 
concerning lifestyle improve-
ment- for any member of the 
Bard community interested. 
Please notice that the meet-
ings are not physi<;:al, they a:e 
conceptual. The goal is to in-
. form you about your habits 
and help you to change to be-
come a fuller person. 
The goal of the program is to 
J:te_lp members come to terms · credited with 24 shots on goal, 
most were under a lot of defen-
sive pressure, and were often 
high or wide. 'rhls constant 
support from the fullbacks 
kept the pressure off of Bard 
with their lifestyle and to im-
Women vs Manhattanville plement the concept of "well-
Thursday, 10/26 . ness" into their life in order to 
.. Although the women only be healthier person. 
lost by the score of 3-0, the Weilness has been defined 
·goalie, Grant McDonald who 
. only had t~ make 8 saves the 
entire. game. McDonald also 
had a couple of very important 
clears on several corner kicks 
and throw-ins. 
. game Was,'t very close. The as "the .integration of body, 
game was p1ayed mostly on mind and spirit-the apprcci-
the Bard half of the field, with ation that everything you do, 
occasional attacks on the think,feel and believe, has an 
Manhattanvillc goals, giving r.===========:::::;, 
the Bard ddc!'sc quite a work-, 
out. 
"With the way we're playing 
now," Coach Joel Tomson said 
after the game, "we're going to 
have two more wins this sea-
son." 
Last year the team's record 
was-4-12, this season we are 4-
12, with two games left. Hell, 
better watch out for us at the 
N·ationai Tournament next 
year. d 
Congr,!ltulations go Out to 
Karen Whitfield, the Bard 
Goalie, who had an unbelieva-
ble 35 saves. To put in per-
spective, the score sheets on]y 
go up to 33. Grant has only 
had 12 in his last twoga'mes . .::1 
PSYCHOANALYSIS 
4XWeek 
Sliding fee scale 
Insurance coverage likely 
0 0 0 0 
Candidates respond to: 
Dr. P. De Blasi, Jr. 
14 Center Street 
Rhinebeck, .. NY 12572 
(914) 876-3545 . (212) 595-0735 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30 
Fri. N ite till 7 p.m. 





open 1 1-4 daily 
·impact on your state of. 
health.'' 
The six dimensions of well-
ness arc social, physical, intel-
lectua I, career I vocationa 1, 
emotional and spiritual. 
To achieve good health, the 
six areas need to be in proper 
balance. The purpose of this 
·program is to help the individ-
ual understand his or her per-
sonal needs. 
The purpose of LIP at Bard 
is not only to help individuals 
assess their own lives, but also 
to insure that Stevenson Gym-
nasium is ~fferirig activities 
and programs that are useful 
and productive to the commu-
nity as a whole. 
Come out on the lth and 8th 
to get a better understanding 
of yourself and your health. 
It's free~ so how can you lose. 
Tuesday. November 7th: 
7:00-7:30 Sexual llelath Is-
sues for Men and Wo~e.n at 
Bard, Marsh Rial, Nurse Prac-
titioner at Bard. 
7:40-8:10 Foods, Moods & · 
You, joyce Nelson, Registered 
Dietician. . 
- 8:20-8:50 Developing an 
Individual Profile in the LIP, 
Joel Tomson, kD. ·and _Carla 
Davis, Aquatics Director. 
Wednesday. November 8th: 
7:00-7:30 Smokeless, Peg 
Stork, R.N. 
7:40-8:10 The Mystery Be-
hind Compulsive Eating, Lin-
da Dosio, Adelphi U. Gradu-
ate Student, Counselor Intern. 
. 8:20-8:50 Stress and 
Creativity, Bruce Nayowith, 
M.D. C1 
UPS.TATE FILMS (nl~ll 
Rhine b e·c k. NY S 7 t> · _"2 ~ I 5 
Nov. 3 - g: The 50th anniversarY of this Gothic 
Fri., 8:00i Sat., 7:30 & 9:30 tale of romance and revenge stars 
Sun.. 2:00 & 7:00; Laurence Olivier and Merle Oberon 
Mon - Thurs., 9:00 as the star-crossed lovers 
COMIC BOOK 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Director Rcn Mann will not be 
able to attend the Friday screerfing 
of his film which traces the underground 
history of comic books 
Auto ,. Home & Life 
WUTHERING 
HEIGHTS 
Nov. 5 - Q: Sun.-Thurs. 
Sun., 4:00; 
• Mon. - Thurs., ?:OO 
MICHAEL HAGGERTY 
Account Agent 
Allstate Insurance Comi•cmy . 
Route 9, A~t(~r Square 
Rhinebeck, NY 12572 
(914) 876-3632 
-Friday, No~ernl:>er 3, 1989 
C .· 
Saturday 11/4 
Women's V-Ba11 CACC Co'hferencc Tournament 
9:00 a.m. HOME 
M~n's soccer vs. N.Y. Polytechnic 2:00 ~\V_-~ ~ .. 
. • 
Mondayll/6 
- Intramural Basketball _ . 
8:30 Bracket~ and Bracket 7 
- .,F ' 
. _ . . -. Tuesday 11/7 
Men's Basl_<etball vs. SulHvan ~C 7:00 HOME 
scrimmage 
- Intramural Volleyball , 
-- -
8:3Q High Definition vs Comparative Advantage 
9:30 The Stumblebums vs The Ignominous Ones 
9;30 Bubbaloo vs Nitrus Oxide -
Intramural Basketball 
8:30. Bracket 8 
--\yednes_day 11/8 
Intramural J?asketbail . 
8:30 Bracket 5 and Bracket 9 
- . _ _· T·hursday-11/9 
_ Inti~tri.ura.l Votieyhan 
· .. -' ·. -~- S:30 -The lgnominous One~ ys B~bbaloo 
· ,. . 8:39 High Definition vs Nitrus Oxide 
- 9:~0 Comparative Advantage vs The Stumble-
bums 
Friday 11/10 
Faculty vs. Varsity Soccer teams 
Kline Field 3:00 
Intramural _ Basketball 
8:30 Bracket 10-Fin{lls 
- ·" 
Please note that the intramural basketball gJ.mes are according 
to elimination brackets. Full sched ulcs of the brackets were sent 
through campus mail to all players on rqstcr~, others will be post-
ed at the gym, the dining hall, and at the post office. -
Many Rivers Cr9ssed from. 
Shang Hai to Bard for- Yu-Bo 
by Lyn Clinton gl't aro.und. campus. He also 
docs not like the idea that 
· Yu-Bo Wang, Wang Yu-Bo Bard docs not provide break-
(in Chinese), from Shang-Hai, fast on Saturdays or Sundays. 
·arrived at Bard O<:tober 1st, Although Yu-Bo was accept-
during rnid-sem~~tcr. He pd to thc,...~niversity in China, 
comes to the U.S. m a year_..,· ~he ~ccidcd not to study there 
when the number . of Chinese'., · . ·so he couid ~orne t~ Bard and 
stud.ents has _significantly·--· \he U~i-ted States .. The- aca- -
dropped, with nearly half of dcmics j~ China are much 
the 40,000 Chinese who were 
studying in the U.S. last year 
not returning, accordin9 to the 
· ~ State Department. SincEo! he is 
one of the few Ch_ines,~ stu-
dents at B.ard, his views are 
very intere5ting. _ 
Yu-Bo decided to study i~. - ~ 
_New York after making sever-----~-- ·_ 
al friends while on ·a camping----
- trip. he took last year in Rhine-
beck. He found Bard's _small 
c:ampus provides th_E? Jesourc-
es he needs to study. He says 
he feels good about the aca-
demics at Bard, and feels that 
Bard h;as a strong student 
· body. 
. The hardest thing about be-
- ing a fOreign student, for Yu-
Bo is becoming familiar with 
stricter than _ Bard's. Here he 
can choose his courses of 
Bard's system, because every- nar students must decide on a 
one is ·very busy and ·there is major as freshmen in college, 
study according to his inter-
ests and earn credits. In Chi-
no information to help him to . so most decisions must be 
The Bard Observer - ~ ; - : ·: -_ .. • ' - ... -:'" -- J.. ": ~ ·= : 
X-Country Teams 
Both Place Third at 
Home 
In a perfect running weath-
er, the Bard cross country 
teams hosted a Invitational on 
Parent's Day. And a success-
ful day it was. 
The men finished third in a 
seven-team field, while the 
women took third in a five-
team field. 
Leading the men as he has 
all season, was Brad Richman 
who place 4th overall with a_ 
time of 30:17. He was support-
ed by Dave Simpson (11th) 
31:34, Claude Ferris. (12th) 
31:58, Sean Finney {lsth) 35:28, 
and Dave Del-Debbio (34thf 
38:42. 
In the women's race, Betsy 
Richards ran a blistering 21:25 
to place lhird overall. Behind 
her were Dorothy Wallace-
Senft (6th) 21:55, Erin Gordon 
(10th) 22:51, ' Margaret Sova 
(15th) 23:21, and Meadow 
Goldman (18th) 24:14. · ·:· 
That's it for sports this 
week. 0 
Puzzle Solution 
made in high school. If Yu-Bo 
had stayed in China, he would 
be taking at least six courses, 
but prob!lbly eight. Chinese 
students majoring in medical 
·studies must take at least 31 
courses. Presently Yu-Bo is 
planning on staying at Bard all 
four years. He plans to major 
in Eoonomics and go into busi-
ness. 
Yu-Bo has brought many Chi-
nese traditions with him to the, 
United States. He enjoys Chi-
nese medicine, such as acu-
puncture. He also practices 
Qi-Gong, which is similar to 
Yoga in India. Yu-Bo claims it 
_. is hard to practice Both of 
these due to the noise in 
Tewksbury. 
When asked about the cur-
rent. politica1 situation in Chi-
. na, Yu-Bo wished not to com-
·htent on it for personal 
reasons. 
According to the ColJege 
Press Service, in the mo11ths 
following the June fourth mas-
sacre of pro-democracy stu-
dents in 'Beijing's Tianmen 
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--Flo ~en~edy Coming to Bard 
by Keith Winkelman 
Flo Kennedy a JX>w,c:rft,ll lawyer, feminist, lecturer, and -~ctivist, 
will be at Bard on Nov~mber 9th. The time and place have yet to 
be announced. . _ . _ . 
Kennedy says "Blac ~s, women . a_n~ othet:_ . oppressed people 
must begin to realize ~h~t they can _ aff~.ct .th~ es~~bl,ishrnent 
through coalition. Ev:en a sro?ll .organization can be a splinter un-
der the fingernail of America. I call it the testicular approach. It 
only. takes a lit.tle preSsure in the right places to get results." 
This event is sponsored by the . Women's _ Center. 
Square, martial law has been 
imposed, and many student 
demonstr~tors ha_vc been 
jailed or executed . Chinese of-
ficials ·have also suspended 
participation in the Fulbr~ght 
program, scrapped exchanges 
of American and Chinese 
scholars, and added an extra 
security checkfor students to 
pass to study abroad in the u._ 
S. and elsewhere. These and 
othe_r factors have made it far 
more difficult for Chinese stu-
dents to enter this country to 
study. 
Yu-Bo did say that he \\-:ishcs 
more American students 
would participate in Professor 
Kang's "China Table." lt is 
open to all students and Pro-
fessor Kang wants to answer 
any questions ~r listen to any 
comments that students have 
about China. She claims that 
there are sixty students en-
-rolled in the Chinese dasses at 
Bard, and she hopes that the 
students not enrolh~d. but are 
still interested will join the 
table. It is open for discussion 
about anything relating to Chi-
na, and meets every Tuesday 
at 12:15pm in the back rooms 
of Kline Commons. L1 
Don't Drive Drunk 
Cali Saferides any Thurs-
day, Friday, Saturday 
nights from 
12 a.m; to 3 a.m. -
Call 758-7460, ext. 460, or 
just call the switchboard. 
Calendar· 
Supporter 
:··.·_·The Bard Observer 
• • :. -.- ... ~:'~-"i_~~;~~ ,..i4-"'='"·~- ~. 
ber '2.5),-:two window-~ of the ~~m~_:p~rkt~~~f;~·a-fa~ulty. 
·same· building were broken, -equipment-'-.apathy, etc. etc. 
probably by, thrown rocks, one · ' · -'- .J-5·, ' 
.. ::·.-:,;;;on ttie main room, the other Having survived four years 
.··· drt Ben Boretz' ·office; again, · of green. -in eat .. and daily To the Editor: 
Which is more effective ~or 
general communication -~ ad 
hoc ~igns around campus or a 
regular, scheduleP. calendar? I 
would thin.K th.e ,C\n.svo.:e;r is clear 
but apparently logic is an in-
adequate motivator. 
In _the same issue of The Ob-
server where in an article on 
Bard's vans to m~t trains, Sa-
rah Chevens wishes "in forma~ 
tion about this service should 
be m_ore widely publicized and-
distributed," she doesn't note 
the cal~·~dar listing· that 
schedule on the back page! 
Although the calendar could 
be a really efficient way of dis-
semi~ating general informa-
tion, I hear people all the time 
in successive sentences decry" 
the lack of publicity on events 
and spurn the calendar. "No-
body reads it." Of course, if no 
one docs, no one wilL Think! 
Use it! · 
Butt Brody 
Harrassme·nt 
n9thing inside was disturbed. canned hams as well as meal 
lri addit.ion, Ben Boretz, head type "white meats" and in-
.. of Program Zero, has been re- vested many,- many years of 
. ceiving pieces of mail whic"l11 food preparation for my fami-
tnq!Jgh very unspecific, are__ ly and freinds-how great it is 
c~~ar.Iy harrassive in nature; to be reminded how far I've 
one contain:ed a contraceptive come, but how Httle it takes to 
diaphragm along with a note. trigger so many memories. 
This stu(f_j~ g):)yiously about I )earned· at Bard because of 
some person's own lack of a what I made it and what I 
sense of what expression is for contributed to it-:.t; got a"nd 
(assuming they actually have sti1l get from the college such 
some point they want heard), joy, so many frief"!dS and a life 
but if the ·dc~per. issue is time of reward. _ 
whether or not Mus!c.Program-· ---· Keep up the critique-keep 
Zero has the ~ight to exist, COn-_ _ .. nfe- On "the S\ibScription list 
sider this: it's. not your issue, ·and remember-- Bard is the 
Ws th~ people i·n- ·the· pro- best tinie .. oFyour.life-lo_ve it 
gram's issue. i.ind live itf , · -
My work in Musk Program Best, 
Zero is as serious as my life, to Bobbi Gray '51 
me .. .is there anything.more 'to 
be said? 
Is there? 
Wen say it ... 
o·on'i-s19~~t it o"tf ___ . ~ ___ _ 
;- -;... ~· ~ .::=.: 
Sol_ Pittenger 
Open letter to 
Smokers. · 
Editor's note: 
The following article was printed 
#n a smaller font to ensure that it 
could ·b~ ·printid iti ·its -intirety. 
To~~~!d:~~ weeks .go, the . . ·. _, _Jifa(~~--{oi-~= -.. ~~ '!;!t:;~ to smokers: 
back entrance to Brook .· . The ,P""'~e_rve~. . When 1 get ready for bed, I cap 
., house, thc--·main work spa.ce- Dear-baitor: ~- -- ---'"-smell pale. Cigarette ·Odor in my 
for the recently delineated I_ love it and _I love getting The room: I don't smo~e, and I ~~n·t ~et 
Music Program Zero, was for· Observer As a- '.51 Grad it is -.JIIY fnendssmoke m my room. How 
- · did the srnell get there? · 
cibly broken through; nothing good -to know- th~ii · despite · You smokers are a ubiquitous 
inside was stolen or disturbed. enormous ·change at Bard- mass on this campus. As you walk 
lhis last· Wednesday (Octo- many things re"ni~iin the outside and carelessly exhale, l 
walk past you on your left hand 
·~-~~chrysler in danger of being unwiuin:g agent ~£'i~t;~~d~~~%~tlo~ 
Dear Editor: 
The Chrysler Corporation is 
. on th~ verge of getting in-
volved in a bit of international · 
genocide. 
Please forgive if the as-
-· sumption is made that you 
know little about the Lt:!tvian 
Nation. 
· Briefly: Historically, Latvi-
ans have been unable to 
keep out of the affairs of their 
much larger neighbors._ 
Toward the end of tbe lst 
'World _War, in order to free 
themselves from German 
Barons, many Latvians joined 
up with Lenin and his Bolshe-
viks. During the ensuing ca-
lamity they managed to 
make many Russians very, 
very unhappy. 
.. -"During ·the 2nd World 
War again Latvians got 
mixed up in the fight between 
the big boys and vigorously 
resisted the implemen,tation 
of the. Hitler-Stalin Pact, 
namely, the second coming 
of the Russians. 
Wh(m things settled d~wn 
after the 2nd World War, the 
Russi~n occupation reg"ime 
known as the Sov-iets, decided 
that they had had enough of 
Latvian antics. and aedded on 
a program to destroy the Lat-
VianNa_tion. This program of 
destruction, in addition to tra· 
ditional methods such as exe-
cution and deportation, ern· 
ploys subtle,· internationally 
less visible methods. 
One such method is indus-· 
trialization of the territory his-
torically inhabited by the Lat-
vians. Without ariy economic 
:justification, huge· in."dustrial 
plants arc imported from oth-
er parts· of the· Soviet Union. 
Raw materials to operate 
these pl~nts arc also imported 
from other parts of Soviet Un-
ion. The products of these in-
dustries again disappear into 
the Soviet Union, without any 
benefit to the Latvians. How-
~ver, the most deadly aspect. 
• of this machination,- as far as 
survival of the Latvian Nation 
is concerned~ is the fore~ im-
migration of labor from~other 
parts of the Soviet Union to 
manthese plants. At this time, 
(1989)~ this program of geno-
cide has created a situation 
where Latviiins now are-inni-
nor1ty in their homeland. 
It has been announced that 
the Chrysler Corporation 
plans to build a manufactur-
ing plant in Latvia. Latvians 
see this as one more step in 
the program to destroy t~eir 
nation. . 
Under no circumstances do 
we believe that the Chrysler 
Corporation knowingly partic-
ipates in-furthering genocide. 
Nevertheless, the Chrysler 
Corporation Project will pro-
mote the influx of some 50,000 
additional workers,· thus fur-
ther weakening the ability of · 
Latvians to survive. (Native 
Latvian por.uJation prior to 
World War 1 -- 3,100,000, 
down to 1,400,000 now). 
Industrialization with its 
subsequent migration of new 
workers into Latyia creates an 
u·nprecedented historical 
event, namely the Lativan Na-
tion will be. democratically 
voted out of existence. 
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side, forced to walk in a ten foot 
trail of smoke particles mixed 
with tar, formaldihyde, and other 
carcinogens. As we watch the 
Shining in the couch area of Kline 
Commons, you drop your cigarette 
butt in a styrofoam dish, ignorant 
of fumes that a melting styrofoam 
dish will produce twenty miriutes 
after you leave. You actually 
leave your cigarette ash trays in 
my shower. You approach me in a 
friendly way, saying ''Hi", and I 
want to say "Hi" back earnestly 
but your ooor aura forces me to con- . 
centrate on not puking on your new 
shoes. You fling your hc,tlf finished 
but still burning butts all over the 
campus, which all of us have to co-
habitate, whether or not we paid 
the proverbial "twenty-thousand 
dollars per year." 
Why haven't you stopped? 
You must be u·nconscious of your 
ignorance, because your ov.-n body is 
concurrently heavily taXfYd, phys-
ically and socially. Your skin ages 
fast. Your lungs ... well, your lungs. 
You get a ca.ncer on the inside of 
your lip. You can't asc_cnd the 
stairs to your room without having 
arrJ.yeq __ at yot,u door consc;ious of 
your heavy breathing. Cigarettes 
steal oxygen from your blood. 
It's a shame that as Cl smoker 
you cannot appreciate the turmoil 
you put a non-smoker sex partner 
through. Smoking not only changes 
the way your breath tastes (both 
to you and your partner): It chang-
es the way that your body tastes. 
Your entire epidermis tao;tes good 
like a cold fireplace should. Your 
fingers taste bitter. Every odor and 
liquid that you secrete is similar-
ly affected. Female smokers: Your 
vagina is a rank address, only to be 
explored for any length of time by 
the most poli~e (vaginas are oth~ 
erwisc dilectable). Male smokers: 
Would you like to know why f,Ome 
girls \-\'On't go down on you? Maybe 
nation: all. of Latvia's lakes 
and rivers have been declared 
unfit for swimming. Birth de-
fects among migrants and 
Latvians is a disaster. The 
most polluted area is Vent-
spits where Mr. Hammers' 
Occidental Petroleum built 
huge chemical plants. 
~ Latvians are not asking for 
special privileges. We would 
be grateful to receive just half 
of the rights accorded to the 
smallest and weakest member 
of "the United Nations. Please 
. help us to stop Chrysler. 
Education 
Incomplete 
This is a letter of protest. No, 
I am not the type that often 
raises my voice in protest. I of-
ten sit back and let shit ~lide 
off me. I won't do that any-. 
more. This time I'm so mad I 
·want to fucking cry. I want you 
~o hear a story; it is a story of a 
short changed education. 
Have you ever heard of Julius 
Nycrere? Well, neither have I 
a!ld that makes me pissed. I'm 
going to use him as an exam-
ple of my short changed edu-
because your penis tastes ·like a'. 
toxic popside, similar to tin foil 
aftertaste. Your jism is somewhat 
akin to bleu cheese dressing gone 
, sour (the author hypothesizes 
here, having not swallowed Male 
Smoker penis or jism. The_ Female 
Smoker comments are authorita-
tive). ...,. , 
Some of my friends are very sue~ 
.cessful at· quitting smoking: 
They've done it hundreds of times. 
Seriously, Bard College is the 
smoking-quitter's nightmare. Not 
only do they smell the titillating 
resident odor from every crack and 
crevice on the campus, but their 
friends smoke, and the majority of 
the cytm pus smokes, and resisting a 
physiological urge to smoke {or 
puke) is more challenging than 
most of us can handle. 
• So let's say that you w~uld qUit 
smoking if it weren't for difficult, 
out of your contro1 situatfons like 
some inconsiderate asshole blow-
ing ~moke in your face whi.le 
you're trying to quit, which would 
only make you want to light ';IP 
again. As well, the general odor at 
Kline (\vhich most of us visit regu-
larly) would have a similar ef-
fect. - · .... 
What if everyone at Bard quit 
smoking at on~? c 
If most people on the campus 
aren't smoking, then maybe the in-
dividual won't be quite as tempted 
to smoke during their abstinence. 
As well, having friends around 
you to call and support you in your 
tim('s of nicotine fits might help 
reinforce your desire to stay clean. 
(I've avoided puking on your ·new 
shoes through similar mecha-
nisms.) · · 
I believe I can speak for every 
person you come in contact with 
when J say J'd appreciate it. 
A non-smoker 
cation. 
I am a political studies ma-
jor in my seventh semester at 
Bard. My professors are a)-
ways telling me that the world 
is becoming more global. 
Therefore we must start to un-
derstand individual countries 
and the role they should play 
in this global community.} to-
tally agree with this idea, but 
how can I truly fulfill the re-
quirements of my major when 
a ·large part of the world is be-
ing left out of the curriculum. 
I'm talking about Africa and 
the political philosophies of 
that continent. What is Afri-
can Socialism? I don't fuily un-
derstand that either. 
Look, this goes beyond the 
issue of the lack of Black facul-
ty members cin this campus. 
This deals with miseducation 
within one of the most prestig-
ious institutes of higher learn-
ing in the country. 1 don't want 
to go to graduate school and 
not know the political theories 
I should have learned as an 
undergraduate. By tli.e way if 
you know who Julius Nyerere 
is or was, you'll have. t_o offer 
some African studies because 
I would like to know myself. 
Khani Shaw 
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The ·long~ ·.hard road 
The Bard Observer has come 
a long- way from the paper that 
was put into our boxes two 
years ago. The Damato staff 
managed to produce a regular 
paper, thus ensuring Convoca-
tion funds for the paper in the 
following year. When Damato 
and his staff graduated in June 
1988, · Amara Willey became 
Editor-in-Chief and assumed 
\l:~~~iili~i~~;iiiii:~;~:l~,.-~:~; 
The Bard . .Observer: 
The- Inside Story 
/. 
Some of the quotes in the following 
gui!St article are not {llmiliar to those 
quoted. 
- by Daniel Boh n 
It started innocently 
enough: find out why the Ob- . 
server is boring and write an 
article about it. Several inter-
views later the amazing an-
swers began to fa1l in line. 
What follows is a report of 
how the story unfolded,_the 
deceit, the lies, and the lar-
ceny that goes on in the Ob-
server offices. . ' 
It has long be_en rumo~ed 
that The Observer . is boring. 
Going on an anonymous tip to 
that affect, this reporter set 
. -out to investigate the allegpd 
. the responsibiJity of gathering 
·a staff to publish a newspaper. 
In the semesters that have 
followed, the Obserz.1er staff 
· has grown t~ over thirty mem-
bers that are dedicated to pro-
ducing a reliable and ethical 
newspaper. The Observer is 
the m1ly journalism experi-
ence offered at Bard during 
the r~gular sc~_ool year. The 
boredom. it w~s found. The 
senior copy editor, Emily Ho-
rowitz, validated the existence 
of the boredom. "It's because 
stude-nts write the articles. We 
don't have professional jour-
nalists" said Horowitz. News 
editor Valerie Scurto said she 
is open to any suggestions for 
improv~ment but does not 
cQnsider the issue a central 
one. Editor-of-cheese Amara 
, Wiley was the only person (fif-
teen persons were inter-
viewed} to deny the boredom. 
"1 don't think it's boring," she 
said, referring to the Observer. 
Wlien pressed ~n the issue 
· she vehemently stated "If 
they don't like it let them write 
something." . . 
issues concerning the criti-
calness and aggressiveness of 
the . paper also came up often 
in students interviews; John 
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staf(ls _exposed' t(). ~ve~y a·s~ 
·pect of ru11ning a paper, ftom 
brainstormii1g"· ideas, doing 
layout, selling ads, ·to editing 
final copy. 
We've offered talks by news-
paper professionals and .taken 
tours of local newspapers to 
learn about the actual print-
ing process. Our next sched-
uled tour will be .a ttip to The 
Kingston Freeman to see how 
the offset process [the nega-
tive of the layout flats that is 
used to print the final newspa-
per] works. Any Bardians in-
terested in joining .us on that 
tour should drop us a note in 
campus _ mail. 
We at the Observer feel that 
the paper has improved since 
the days of Damato's Enquir--
er-like rag. We_ require our re-
porters to follow up on stories 
Robinson, a sc)cial satirist and 
artist ac~nowledged this. 
~"They aren't critical eno~gh 
and that shoufq. be their job. 
We can't be afraid anymore." 
President Botstein recently 
criticized the paper for a lack 
of aggression in questioning 
administrators. When con-
fronted with _this, Willey 
lashed out in ·response, "I 
think that President Botstein 
in the past was more upset 
when we were aggresssively 
questioning the administra-
tion." Willey went on to say 
that she has not shirked any 
issue and that "We've coy-
_ered it, we've covered it all." 
Students are not just inter-
ested in The Observer's ag-
gression in investigations 
hqwevet. When students were 
interviewed, many frustra-
tions boiled to the surface. 
·· One group of'-sTude~ts ques-
tioned erupted into · bitter crit-
icism. "The beer thing pissed 
me off. Are frat reports next?" 
said L. Green. "They have tak-
en a serious approach to silly 
issues" was M. Cleveland's 
first complaint. M. Stimac was 
especially critical. "It's the 
writers' responsibility to write 
and write well" he said, "and 
they aren't.'' When asked if 
he would write an article he 
responded "Do movie critics 
make movies?" But L. Green 
voiced th~ most eyebrow rais-
ing observation. "I get the 
feeling that no matter who 
does the writing it would all 
sound the same. There must 
be something going on 
there." 
Horowitz is the last person 
to see an article before it goes 
to Willey. When asked about 
editing techniques and the 
role Willey play.s in shaping 
the paper Horowitz refused to 
respond. Visibly shaken by 
the question she finally stut-
tered a "No comment." Robin 
Cook, the arts editor, likewise 
did not know how to respond. 
"I'm not in the office when 
and to back up their ·assertions · 
with facts and reliable sources 
Our goal is to hav~ a ' ncwspa~ 
per that is a forum for the con-
cerns and views of the Bard 
Community. 
After many students and fa-
culty expressed a desire for 
more· frequent coverage of 
campus news, we became a 
· weekly paper. The change has . 
put more pressure on the staff 
to meet shorter deadlines and 
a greater time comm]ttment. 
This includes a Tu~sday night 
layout session that ·always ex-
tend5 into the early hours of 
Wednesday morning. 
Our hard work is justified 
when we see more people 
reading the paper,refering to 
it at Forum meetings, and 
sending us letters-\·vhether 
they be positive or critical. The 
those decisions arc made" she 
said. When asked about her 
own style of editing she re-
plied that she gave detailed 
instructions to her writers be-
fore they did an article· and 
did very little editing of the 
finished product. "I don't edit 
out the persona.lity of an arti-
cle" she said. News editor 
Scurto was doggedly loyal . 
when questioned about Wil-
ley's technique, "She does 
everything. · She oversees 
~very thing_. She organizes . 
everything. She goes through 
hell." 
Scurto herself is responsible 
for at least one writer. quitting. 
When pressed about her own 
actions. with the editing pen 
she replied that she did whcrt 
she had to do. She refused any 
further information about !the 
identity of the writer or tlw sit-
uation. 
·The editor and chief of The 
Obs~rve~ has been Willey for 
' the past eighteen months. She 
told this reporter that only a 
few articles were not printed 
and that only minor editing 
changes were made. She re-
sponded openly to questions 
about her staff. "People have 
attitudes" she stated. "Some-
times they just don't do any-· 
thing. [ can't boss them 
around, I don't assign articles 
but they stlli don't do them." 
Apparently there has been 
some tension am.oJJg the staff .. 
"1 . don't choose everything 
.that goes)n the paper. If you 
want to· write something rn 
print it" she promis~d. She 
continued in her complaints, 
·:some things should be cov-
ered but no one is interested. 
My staff is no different from 
the rest of the student< they 
don't want to spend all their 
time doing thi~. I love the job 
but it 1s a lot of work and a 
pain in the rear.'' Willey' went 
on to say how difficult it was to 
run tht; paper. "At one point 
the entire staff quit" ~he said. 
The staff 'often does no.t do the 
·.'Page 11 
Observef fs .the community;s 
:paper; we welcome and en-: 
courage students and faculty 
to submit articles, letters, or 
graphics. 
The Observer is creat~ng a 
new position of Public Rela-
tions Director. The ~tudent 
would be responsible for get-
ting feedback from · the stu-
dent body about the paper 
and helping to translate that 
feedback into constructive 
change. The other side of the 
P.R. job would be to solicit do-
nations from alumni to help 
pay back the loan from ad-
ministration. 
We strongly believe that it is 
not our role to censor sincere 
and constructive criticism of 
what we do. In that ~pirit, we 
arc pul?lishing the following 
guest article. 0 
assigned work. Yet they do not 
tell anyone of their intentions. 
They simply do not do it and 
Willey is left hoiding the bag. 
. The staff is not the only ob-
stacle to a better and more in-
tersting paper. The under-
handed dealings of the 
previous staff have created 
confidence problems for the 
current paper. At the end of 
last year ex-editor Mike DiMa-
. to sold The Observa's only two 
computer-:;; to himseH for S100, 
thus shortjng the paper of over 
52,000. Bard administration 
made matters worse _by capi-
talizing on the s"ituation when 
they imposed a 51000 lo;m fcc 
for the replacement of only 
one of the computers with an 
inferior Apple product. The pa-
per's further development has 
also been hampered by Mi-
chael Lewis of the Henderson 
Computer Center when' he ex-
pressed his unsolidt~d _opini-
onn to the administration that 
the paper was not responsible 
enough to have their own com..:. 
puter at all. The Computer 
Center staff has als.o ham'" 
percd The Observer in other 
attempts to make use of Bard 
computers by pulling students 
' they had not personally au-
thorized off a faculty comput-
er. Only half of the cost of this 
computer came from the cen-
ter, the other half coming from 
David Tippel. Motivation for 
these actions remain a mys-
tery. 
\fext week: The Observer 
Hot and Sweaty. Sex, Scandals 
and jealousy by Independent 
Reporter Daniel Bohn. 0 
Positions Available 
P.R. Director ·. 
Reporters 
Photograp~crs 
Good writing skills; 
intl'rvicwing skills, and 
the will to put at lea&t two hours 
a week into 
newspaper work. 
Appl~· to Bard Observer 
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Drama & Dance Dept: 
_The Bard Theatre of Drama and 
Dance presents Dance Theatre II, 
1989. November 4 through 7, at 
8:00PM in the Avery Arts C_enter. 
Arts. PM in the Art History Room of the 
Olin Building. 
Art Department: 
Proctor Art. Center is ~urrently November 9: _A dinner and a dia-
hosting an exibition of prints by logue with a group of Soviet stu-
prominent center artists. The dents- currently on a tour of the 
Bar~ Co~lege Center: works are all examples of geomet~ United States will be held in the 
On Nqvember 8, at8:00 PM in the ric abstraction,_in a variety of print Facul~)' Dining Room of Kline 
Olin Auditorium, violinist Joel media; the ~rtists . include Brice Commo~s. The d~nner \Nill start 
·Lester and pianist Gary Ham- Marden, Al Held, Peter Halley, at s~oo PM, the Dialogue at 7:00 
mond present, "1918: Music for and others. The exibition runs PM. All are welcome. . . 
Violi~ '.1-nd Piano" by Debussy, through the 21st of November. All 
Elgarm Janecek, and Ruggles; .a are welcome. . Classifieds: 
Da Capo Chamber Players pres.- • . · . • · · Free frisky kitten: 'Grey and white 
intation. . . . Sovt~t Studtes Club: patches, for a good country horne 
. . November-~: J>rof. Jeffry Goldfarb only~ From a family of good 
The Bard College Center presents will give a talk entitled " The Post- mousers, likes the outdoors. Call 
a poetry reading by John tlolland- Totalitarian Minci: the Politics of _Ann Gabler at Ext 434. . 
er at 8;00 PM on Thursday; No- ·culture in Central Europe" (lt 8:00 
vei?b~r 9, in :rootrtlO~ of the Olin PM in Kline Comm?ns. .Friday's Movie: 
Building. This event Is made pas- p. z'nk fl d L · t p . · · d 'bl · · . oy , 1ve a onzpell an 
i si _e with s~ppor~ fr~m Poets and No~ember 8: Prof. ~hzab_eth ':al- Monteray Pop, is the film for this 
,_:,. Wrlter.s, Inc., wh1ch 1s funded ~y _k~n1e:, of <;:olumbia University, week. Showings· are at 7:00 PM 
I ~~~ .. Ltterature progra~ of the wtll gtve a t~lk on the Ru~sian 19th and 9:30 PM in the Student Cen-
~ York State Connell_ on the Century .artist Ilya Rep1n at 7:00 ter, ·Frida , October 10. . : 
··" ., .,. .·.• . 
Calendar of Events 
Saturday 4 Sunday 5 Monday 6 Tuesday7 WednesdayS 
10:00 AM 5:30PM 6:00-6:30PM · 12:15-1:15 PM 6:00-7:00 PM 
Trips to Rhinebeck Bard Observer- Bard Observer-News China Table Dr. Seuss Club 
Committee Room 
Kline Commons 
and Red Hook Features Section 
Aspinwall, 3rd floor 
Section College Room 
Committee Room Kline Commons' 
11:00 AM 





Vans to Rhinecliff Sta- 8:...10 PM 
tion Bard Observer 
Arts Section 
5:00-7:00 PM 7:36PM 
El · p · Coffee Shop 
vis . rcsley Fan Club Pick-up at Poughkcep- Kline Commons 
Commit tee Room sic Station -
Kline Commons 
5:45PM 




As pin wall 300 
5:00 PM 5:00-6:00 PM 
Spanish Table Environmental Club 
President's Room Committee Room 
Kline Common<:: Kline Commons 
5:00-6:00 PM 7:00-8:00 PM 
E.P.C. Campus Outreach 
Committee Room Committee Room 
Kline Commons Kline Commons 
5:30 PM· 7:30 PM 
Learning Diffcrenc- Alanon-ACOA 
es Support Group Aspinwall 
Ad missions Office 




















Phil. Dept. Lecture 
Olin, Room 202 
6:00 -7:00 PM 4:00-9:30 PM 
Amnesty International Vans to Rhinecliff Sfa-
Collegc Room tion 
Kline Commons 
6:30-8:00 PM 







Van to Poughkeepsie 
Station- 7:36 Train 
12:00 NOON 
Deadline for all CRlendar 
Submissions for issue cov-
ering November 11 - 17. 
Dean of Student's Office 
